
Christian Identity Australia, Special Episode #2 

“Fools rush in” 

 

G'day, fellow Israelites, and welcome to this special episode of Christian Identity Australia. This 

is the second special episode of CIOz, and because it’s a relatively short one, I’ve dispensed with 

the intro music and the outro classic Oz rock track. I’m doing this episode as an addendum to 

episode nine of CIOz. You may recall that in that episode I discussed where white Aussies 

should live in Australia and how to go about, and how not to go about, establishing a white 

community here. I stressed the importance of not promoting your plans to build a white 

community or to join an existing one online. I said that 100% of the work you do to form a white 

community must be done far, far away from the Internet. Why? Because Jews, antifa, 

government agents, and more loons than a targeted individuals convention will do all they can to 

derail it.  

The Australian government intends to hand the keys to this country over to the Chinese. I 

documented this in episode one of my now defunct podcast, The Australian Racist News Report, 

a link to which can be found in the show notes for this episode. If the government learns you’re 

taking steps to separate whites from nonwhites, it will view that as an act of sedition and have 

you put behind bars or killed. Our quisling politicians will not tolerate any open attempt to 

engender racial pride and prejudice among whites, because they fear it will lead to a violent 

rebellion against their anti-white agenda that will culminate with them hanging by their necks 

until they are dead. This is why in 1996 the Liberal government helped stage the Port Arthur 

Massacre. It knew that there would come a day when us white Australians would twig that our 

political masters had sold us out to the yellow man, so it gathered up most of our guns and rifles 

to prevent us from taking this country back by force of arms.  

Everything we do in the real world for our white brothers and sisters in Oz must be done 

underground, that is, in secret. Anything we do for them above ground, that is, not in secret, will 

only cause us grief, if not in the short term, then definitely in the long term. The idea is for us to 

stay alive and out of prison for as long as humanly possible, since we’ll be of much greater use to 

our people that way. Hence, we must do all of our talking about where we plan to build white 

communities offline. We must never make mention of these communities online or in any public 

venue or forum. When I say never, I mean never ever never.  

Now, the reason for this addendum is that we need to apply a similar common-sense rule in 

relation to people we don’t know, or barely know, who contact us online, asking us to meet them 

in person or to telephone them, or someone else, on the grounds that they too are Christian 

Identists or White Nationalists. I shall explain why.  

Last year, a guy calling himself YHWHjustice became a member of my forum. One of the first 

things he did was send me a personal message asking me to telephone a supposedly Christian 

Identist friend of his who wanted to discuss something with me. He didn’t tell me what the topic 

of discussion would be, just that his friend was a Christian Identist who was allegedly known to a 



bloke associated with a well-known CI fellowship in Oz. He included his friend’s telephone 

number in the message and mentioned that his friend knew a lady who knew me. As it turned 

out, I’d never heard of her, so that claim was dubious at best. He acknowledged that I’d posted a 

warning on the forum for members not to give their personal details or exact location to new 

members, then attempted to circumvent that admonition by saying that we Christian Identists 

shouldn’t let paranoia stop us from reaching out and touching somebody.  

My policy when it comes to dealing with requests like this is always to err on the side of 

paranoia. So YHWHjustice had absolutely no hope of my giving his friend a tingle. That just 

wasn’t going to happen. Nevertheless, he kept urging me to phone his friend, until he realized 

that I was never going to phone his friend.  

Not long after this, he sent me another personal message, informing me that Yahweh had told 

him that my forum wasn’t the place for him to fellowship. Why Yahweh didn’t tell him this 

before he gave me his mate’s telephone number is something you’ll have to ask Yahweh. He 

ended the message by wishing me all the best and suggesting that I keep posting books in my 

forum’s Reading Room. I did the Christian thing and replied to his PM, wishing him all the best. 

No sooner had I sent the message than I got another PM from him. In this new PM, he asked me 

to delete all his posts and personal info, which was kind of rich coming from someone who made 

a big song and dance about the need for us Christian Identists to put our paranoia aside when 

dealing with one another. You know, I once read an essay by a guy who made an impelling case 

for paranoia not being a mental disorder but rather a heightened state of awareness. 

I didn’t accede to YHWHjustice’s request. Although I did delete the PM containing his friend’s 

telephone number on the off-chance that his friend was a Christian Identist. I suspect both of 

them aren’t, but I could be wrong. 

At any rate, I thought I’d heard the last of him, but no such luck. He then started to edit his posts, 

replacing any comment he’d made with, quote, edit sorry I made a mistake, Praise Yahweh, 

unquote. At this point, he’d pushed me past the limits of my tolerance and so I brought the ban 

hammer down on him with alacrity.  

It doesn’t really matter whether YHWHjustice is a ZOGbot of some sort who was out to blag my 

personal details or simply a clueless fellow with no idea how someone of the Christian Identity 

faith ought to conduct himself so as not to place followers of that faith in danger of public 

exposure and, consequently, criminal charges, because either way he would have got me in big 

trouble, provided I actually telephoned his friend. Now, you might ask how he would have got 

me in trouble if he is a Christian Identist and his intentions were strictly honorable. Surely he 

wouldn’t go blabbing my name and phone number to ZOG. Maybe he or his friend wouldn’t. But 

a guy who tried to guilt trip me into phoning someone I don’t know from a bar of soap with talk 

of paranoia and who shortly thereafter claimed that Yahweh Himself told him to clear out of my 

forum asap and then posted edit sorry I made a mistake, Praise Yahweh ad nauseum for fear that 

government agents or perhaps your host was going to do fiendish things with his personal info is 

not someone who inspires me with confidence or in whom I’m prepared to put my trust. 



Experience testifies that a well-intentioned fool can get you into just as much trouble as an evil-

intentioned ZOGbot.  

As I said in so many words in episode nine of CIOz, Christian Identity is a tractor beam not only 

for trolls but mental cases. Most of the problems I’ve had since becoming a Christian Identist 

have been caused by people within the Christian Identity movement, not by Jews, with one 

exception, or antifa. This isn’t because CI is inherently bad, but because the shortage of people 

who share our beliefs inclines us to be more accepting of weirdos and wastrels and even wolves 

as long as they appear to check all or most of the doctrinal boxes. Alas, this powerful drive we 

have to increase our numbers, often in defiance of scriptural injunctions not to fellowship with 

certain types of people, is partly responsible for Christian Identity having such a bad image 

online. It stems out of a lack of faith on our part more than anything else, for Yahweh places far 

greater importance on strength of character than He does on strength of numbers. We ought to 

follow His lead.  

These are perilous times we live in. White racists and even whites who are the least bit politically 

incorrect are being deplatformed and kicked off the Internet on a daily basis. And this is just a 

small taste of things to come, because the Jews aim to kick the lot of us out of existence once 

they have the go ahead from the average person on the street. In John 16:2, Yahshua warns us 

that there will come a time when people will kill us in the belief that they’re doing Yahweh a big 

favor. This warning pertained to the early Church, and it pertains to the Church today.  

All Christian Identity fellowships in Australia need to go underground, that is, they need to cease 

promoting themselves online or in any other public arena. They need to act as if they don’t exist. 

This goes for fellowships that comprise just two people or scores of them. Now, I’m not saying 

CI churches in Oz should have no online presence at all. While the Internet is still available to us, 

we ought to use it to get the Christian Identity message out. What I am saying is that advertising 

your fellowship or, worse, its physical location, to the public, or giving them a telephone number 

they can call to learn more about your teachings, is most unwise. And if it hasn’t landed you in 

deep doo-doo already, it will sooner rather than later.  

Twice this year complete strangers have contacted me out of the blue, wanting to know where 

they could celebrate the feast of tabernacles with other Christian Identists in Australia. I didn’t 

respond to these individuals because (a) I don’t know of any feast of tabernacle celebrations 

here, and (b) if I did, there’s no way I’m going to give out that information online and to people 

who may be in ZOG’s employ. What these people were essentially requesting is the physical 

address of a Christian Identity fellowship. If there were a way of knowing for sure that they were 

bona fide Christian Identists and I actually knew where a feast of tabernacles was going to be 

held and had the permission of the folks holding the feast to provide its location, I would have 

acted differently, but because there’s no way of knowing for sure, I’m going to defer to paranoia, 

or should I say, my heightened state of awareness. The worst that can happen is that some people 

will accuse me of trying to stifle the spread of Christian Identity Down Under, but as these will 

be the self-same people who also accuse me of being a homosexual, transsexual, government 

agent, and an all-round rotten guy, I don’t care.  



Of course, how you go about your Father’s business is ultimately between you and Him. If you 

see little to no wisdom in the things I’ve said, then, in the words of Fleetwood Mac, go your own 

way. But before you do, check with Yahweh first to ensure you’re going the right way. Put it to 

Him in prayer. Should you decide to remain above ground, be very leery of anyone you don’t 

know who is eager to hang out with you and your congregation. Very, very leery.  

Notwithstanding, my advice to any and all Christian Identists in Oz who run an online forum, 

blog, or any website that promotes our beliefs is that if someone emails or PMs you, asking you 

to call a friend of his or to be a part of a white community he claims to be setting up or to obtain 

the location of a CI assembly or any information that will give you or the members of your 

congregation away to the enemy, politely tell him to go and get stuffed.  

The Internet is far and away the best place to disseminate the Christian Identity message, but the 

diciest place to gain genuine converts, the kind who’d be welcome in any CI assembly, for 

reasons already discussed. This is why we white Aussies especially, should do the bulk of our 

proselytizing offline, where we get to meet people face to face and can let the Spirit Yahweh has 

given us help us discern whether those we approach are fit for the Kingdom or not. The key to 

this is that we approach them, they don’t approach us, as our enemies do online. When we 

witness to people offline, we are in complete control of the situation. We choose when and where 

we witness and to whom we witness. This enables us to bypass all of the Jews, trolls, ZOGbots, 

and whack jobs who plague us online. Moreover, because we actually get to see the people we’re 

witnessing to, we already know whether they’re white or not—or at the very least are reasonably 

confident that they’re white. The Internet doesn’t afford us this luxury, which is one of the 

reasons it’s not the ideal place for us to arrange to meet people in the real world, people we’ve 

never seen who could literally be anyone.  

Just a final word to the wise here. I realize that White Nationalist groups and rallies may seem 

like fertile ground to plant the Christian Identity message, seeing how many of the people who 

attend them are already racially aware, but avoid them at all costs.  

Some of you may remember the old Australia Calling podcast, hosted by Derrick MacThomas. 

On one edition, MacThomas interviewed the female head of an Australian chapter of the Ku 

Klux Klan. About a month later, he reported that he’d since learned she was a Jew. I saw a 

picture of her. She made Ruth Bader Ginsburg look like Margot Robbie. A more grotesque 

Jewess you have never seen and I pray you never do. Yet somehow she’d managed to cobble 

together a handful of white followers.  

The point of this story is that if the enemy was prepared to infiltrate or, in this case, create a 

rinky-dink outfit like that, imagine how badly compromised larger groups must be. Dealing with 

them is only going to present you with the same dilemma you have when dealing with folk 

online: how to sort the wheat from the chaff. The fact is you can’t, certainly not to any safe 

degree, so why bother? Besides, you won’t have to waste your time on all the atheists and Viking 

wannabees who infest White Nationalism.  



Yahweh will lead us to His sheep offline if we trust Him. Like it or not, circumstance will 

eventually force us to shift all our operations there, anyway. So we might as well get some 

practice in. 

That wraps up this episode. I shall be back in a couple of weeks time with either a third special 

edition or episode ten of the regular podcast. Yahweh bless.  
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